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Machine Learning with RPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn how to use R to apply powerful machine learning methods and gain an insight into real-world applications


	Overview

	
		Harness the power of R for statistical computing and data science
	
		Use R to apply common machine learning algorithms with real-world applications
	
		Prepare,...
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IPython Interactive Computing and Visualization CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	Over 100 hands-on recipes to sharpen your skills in high-performance numerical computing and data science with Python


	About This Book

	
		Leverage the new features of the IPython notebook for interactive web-based big data analysis and visualization
	
		Become an expert in high-performance...
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The R BookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	
		Hugely successful and popular text presenting an extensive and comprehensive guide for all R users

	
		The R language is recognized as one of the most powerful and flexible statistical software packages, enabling users to apply many statistical techniques that would be impossible without such software to help...
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Adaptive Learning of Polynomial Networks: Genetic Programming, Backpropagation and Bayesian MethodsSpringer, 2006
This book delivers theoretical and practical knowledge for developing algorithms that infer linear and non-linear multivariate models, providing a methodology for inductive learning of polynomial neural network models (PNN) from data. The text emphasizes an organized model identification process by which to discover models that generalize and...
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Computational Methods in Biomedical Research (Chapman & Hall/CRC Biostatistics Series)CRC Press, 2007

	Continuing advances in biomedical research and statistical methods call for a constant stream of updated, cohesive accounts of new developments so that the methodologies can be properly implemented in the biomedical field. Responding to this need, Computational Methods in Biomedical Research explores important current and emerging...
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Bayesian Approach to Inverse ProblemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Many scientific, medical or engineering problems raise the issue of recovering some physical quantities from indirect measurements; for instance, detecting or quantifying flaws or cracks within a material from acoustic or electromagnetic measurements at its surface is an essential problem of non-destructive evaluation. The concept of inverse...
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Bayesian Methods for Hackers: Probabilistic Programming and Bayesian Inference (Addison-Wesley Data & Analytics)Addison Wesley, 2015

	Master Bayesian Inference through Practical Examples and Computation–Without Advanced Mathematical Analysis


	 


	Bayesian methods of inference are deeply natural and extremely powerful. However, most discussions of Bayesian inference rely...
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Applied Data Mining for Business and IndustryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	The increasing availability of data in our current, informationoverloaded society has led to the need for valid tools for itsmodelling and analysis. Data mining and applied statistical methodsare the appropriate tools to extract knowledge from such data. Thisbook provides an accessible introduction to data mining methods ina consistent and...
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Mobile Robot Navigation with Intelligent Infrared Image InterpretationSpringer, 2009
Mobile robots require the ability to make decisions such as "go through the hedges" or "go around the brick wall." Mobile Robot Navigation with Intelligent Infrared Image Interpretation describes in detail an alternative to GPS navigation: a physics-based adaptive Bayesian pattern classification model that uses a...
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Information Theory, Inference and Learning AlgorithmsCambridge University Press, 2003
"...a valuable reference...enjoyable and highly useful."   American Scientist

"...an impressive book, intended as a class text on the subject of the title but having the character and robustness of a focused encyclopedia. The presentation is finely detailed, well documented, and stocked with artistic flourishes."...
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Brain-Mind Machinery: Brain-inspired Computing and Mind OpeningWorld Scientific Publishing, 2009

	Brain and mind continue to be a topic of enormous scientific interest. With the recent advances in measuring instruments such as two-photon laser scanning microscopy and fMRI, the neuronal connectivity and circuitry of how the brain's various regions are hierarchically interconnected and organized are better understood now than ever...
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Data Mining: Practical Machine Learning Tools and Techniques, Second EditionMorgan Kaufmann, 2005
This book presents this new discipline in a very accessible form: both as a text to train the next generation of practitioners and researchers, and to inform lifelong learners like myself. Witten and Frank have a passion for simple and elegant solutions.  They approach each topic with this mindset, grounding all concepts in concrete examples,...
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